The 
Expected bkg contribution
Summary Techniques of detecting neutrons are being studied at SK-IV: Adding Gd or implementing forced triggers. Neutrons from  interactions are found to be detectable in pure water at SK-IV. Tagging efficiency is measured to be (19.00.2)%, in consistent with MC prediction (19.2 0.1)%. Probability of accidental background is measured to be 1%. Clear signal of 2.2 MeV  released from a neutron capture in water is observed in  data at SK-IV. First look on the interesting energy has been done, background sources are investigated with neutron tagging. Data with energy down to 10 MeV have been accumulated to more than 740 live days, analysis are underway. Differential flux limit of SRN from SK-IV is expected to be extractable in near future.
Other physics related to a successful neutron tagging at SK-IV are also being investigated.
With an efficient n tagging, physics down below 20 MeV can be touched.
Data analysis down below 16 MeV is underway.
Ring pattern for a 2.2 MeV .
Timings for a 2.2 MeV . 
